BLOW THE LID OFF CORRUPTION: END PHILLY “DA” COVER UPS

TUES, MAY 30, 2017, 2PM Press Conference and March

INFO: BRINGMUMIAHOMEL0M.COM
Mobilization4Mumia@gmail.com
215-724-1618

Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office
3 South Penn Sq. (Southeast Corner City Hall)

March Stops: Inquirer (8th and Market) WHYY (6th and Arch) and Fox News (4th and Market)

On April 24, a court reviewed the case of Mumia Abu-Jamal and 17 other prisoners with claims to the same violation: that one man, Ronald Castille, played the role of prosecutor and judge in each of these cases. To prove the claim in the Abu-Jamal case, the court ordered the release, by May 31, of all D.A. records that site Ronald Castille’s involvement in the case as D.A. before he became PA Supreme Court judge. Release ALL the files! End Suppression of Evidence!!

International Concerned Family and Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal; International Action Center; Free Mumia Abu-Jamal Coalition (NYC); Campaign to Bring Mumia Home; Educators for Mumia Abu-Jamal; Mobilization to Free Mumia Abu-Jamal